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About This Game

Pivot Pilot is a challenging platformer with puzzle elements in which you take simultaneous control of a boy and a giant robot
arm. A young boy named Eli is mysteriously trapped in a testing facility and your goal is to make your way trough a series of

dangerous experiments by cooperating with the robot arm.

Avoid spikes, dodge saw blades, hide from the turrets, watch out the lasers, ride the robot arm, utilize the gravity beams and
more to escape the gruesome facility.

 Combines classic platforming with challenging robot arm controls

 40 experiments + 10 hidden arcade experiments

Get the OST from here
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http://bytlly.com/17qh1k
https://steamcommunity.com/linkfilter/?url=https://jounivaljakka.bandcamp.com/album/pivot-pilot-ost
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If you're pretty patient, ready to read alot and liked 28 days later then I guarantee you'll love this.
I've played for 7 hours over a few afternoons as of now and loved the experience the game created, and that was only Part 1
with my first character!

Pros:
- Alot of choice... ALOT.
- Great character creation.
- In depth characters, locations and scenarios.
That's pretty much the condensed version of my pros list, the game offers alot more!. Okay, I was told that my Half-Life 2 may
be a little too violent for my 4 year old grandaughter, although she LOVED telling me when to shoot the tounge monsters. I
somewhat agreed with the criticizm and purchased this game.

My 4yr old grandaughter loves it, and it is very entertaining. the thing I like the best with this game is that it teaches them to use
THE MOUSE. In this day of touch screens, a Click and Drag operation is difficult for many of the new generation. She picked
up on the concept right away and became more precise on the mouse operations as the game continued. A couple of times
however, I caught her wanting to drag the items with her finger on my 24" monitor.

Overall a very good purchase and I will be looking for similar games in the future. Have to keep those grand-kids entertained,
and I can always play Half-Life after they go to bed.. Paid for ecchi. Got a good entertainment and hentai. In other words, better
than I expected.. Most fun I've had in a challenging platformer / 'rage' platformer. Intrusion Protocol is definately something to
add to your libraries if you want a tough game!. EDIT****

The game is great.
Give it time to learn the grinds. Think about the the left and right thumbs as your feet and it works.

Pros
-can be played realistically or Xgames full throttle tripple back flip.
-switch-ups look great
-everything is high end
-finally got a rollerblading game

Cons (being picky)

-the spins need to be smoothed out..too robotic and perfect, haveing the right and left bumpers have more influence on the spin
would be nice.

-its too easy to accidentally spin like a top onto the rail when trying allyoop grinds.

-grabs?? i kinda see some once in a while but its probably still being worked on.

-controls are just kind of bad. although I can see maybe getting used to them after a some days. (ABOUT 5 HOURS)
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-no re-spawn point setting (YES THERE IS)
-graphical errors include clipping, over motion blurring and jittering and seem to happen frequently. (TRY TURNING DOWN
THE GRAPHICS SETTINGS AND ITS SUPER SMOOTH). As a golf game, this kinda blows. As a game where you ♥♥♥♥
around shooting at coins and crates and stuff, it's not that bad. I can't really stand to put more than 20 minutes at a time into this
game though.. When I first bought this a while back I was enjoying it. It's a bit stripped out of content unless you start buying all
the Dlc's which is why I have to give it a thumbs down. Some of the content they want you to buy really should have been part
of the base game.

Would be a thumbs up if it wasn't for the greed factor with the dlc's

Back to playing Parkitect.
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Autocraft is game that's right to go into Early Access, as the game could do with a lot of improvement before it becomes a
proper Crashtastic clone....

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIHe0QcEXKY. \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. I have
a bit mixed feelings about this game. Overall I would say my opinion is positive with slight mix of mild dissapointpent in later
game. I did get about 30h out of this game which is pretty good number before I felt that I'm kind of losing interest. Thing is I
was expecting more - the first impression of the game was very positive. There seemed to be enough wheels and buttons and
complexity to keep one going for at least few hundred hours - first impression was that its even more complex than hearts of
iron III with a better supply model.

And it is good and challening game at the start. I started as Germany in '36 aiming to grab as much as I can without triggering
the world war and then were looking forward to keep what I gain until about '66 while securing my borders and working on
getting as self sufficient resources wise as I can. And it was all nice until about '39 when the first cracks of the AI started
showing in the event and diplo system. Some of the events felt a bit forced, I opted to not fire the events for throwing an
ultimatum to Poland. That in turn seemed to freeze the diplomatic AI of the allies who just got seemingly frozen up in some
indecisive state ignoring me taking out balkan, greece, egypt and saudi arabia in short sucession until in the end Japan triggered
some kind of scripted event at the end of '41 making US to get inolved in coflict. Gremany refusing to get involved with US and
accepting a bunch of southern american puppets as valid war targets when defence packt with Japan triggered them made AI to
go totally haywire with wars. At this point the game lost good bulk of its charm as things were no longer plausible anymore.
There is no challenge to be able to declare war on Sweden and Norway without allies batting an eye and Poland sitting right nect
to you doing its best to look the other way.

Resrouce system and economic side is also interesting at first but the model breaks down relatively fast if you are increasing
your GDP in a rapid manner by funneling majority of your resrouces into industrial expansion. There is no option to conserve
manpower by using higher levels of automation or something so the demand for goods will increase faster than what the natural
growth of your manpower pool (even with all the medical research you can do) is capable of coping with.

I would say it is a bit simpler game than hearts of iron 3 its just that at first glance it manages to look more formidabble with
higher learning curve than it actually is. I have not tried mods for this - perhaps I will return to it at a bit later date and give this
thing another round if I stuble upon a promising mod. At this point it seems I'll be heading back to hearts of iron iii with
historical plausibility mod to give another round of trying to get away what I described above.

The combat AI - its a bit mixed bag. It's pretty competent with land units and can sort of work ok with air but it totally melts
down as far as naval units go. Ships hang around solo, there is no merchant shipping to intercept so subs are sort of pointless in
their traditional role. The commbat AI is capable of doing naval landings at least but unfortunately seems to be rather dumb in
the way it handles it when there is opposition and it's losing transports at sea - it just ignores these losses and is happy to send
your entire army against single enemy destroyer picking its nose somewhere enroute until you get involved and direct some
combat ships to deal with it manually. Also - there is no naval bombers in the air section. So you cant just ignore the naval fleet
side by opting instead to focus on keeping the enemy few hundred km away from your shores by building up large force of
airplanes intended to attack ships. Naval balance wise - AI tends to focus on just building as many battleships as it can pretty
much ignoring most other ships - cant really blame it as it stands as that seems to be the most effective tackic in this game for
naval.. Utter♥♥♥♥♥♥ worst vr experience i have ever tried.. this game is autistic, just like everyone who uses deviantart.
pretty good. I cannot recommend this game in any way, you should only buy this if it's on sale for like 0.99, maybe not even
then.

The controls are terrible, you would think you are playing a mobile game, basicly just press spacebar and do a trick, thats all
there is to it. The graphics don't help either.

I'm an idiot, turns out this is actually just a mobile game and worst part is that it is free on android.

So in short, if you want to pay for a free mobile game that controls and looks terrible, doesn't give you the freedom to move like
you want and is glitchy af then go for this. I am currently waiting for my refund.. Whoopty woop we want more snoop whut.
Not sure why the game is so negatively reviewed...
Yes, there are some navigational cons, and the story can certainly be slow at times, but this is true of many other games.
The biggest reason I recommend this game is the feel. The maps and action occur over long distances, making the environment
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seem rather large. The color scheme and TRON-textures lend to the digital landscape. The simple weapons systems make you
feel less overpowered than typical games.

9/10 would nuke myself again
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